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was manifested in Pictish sculpture). Although the precise mechanism by which the
bridle-fitting reached Angus cannot be ascertained, it is a further piece of evidence that
cultural and political connections between Anglo-Saxon eastern England and the
territories of southern Pictland might have been more developed than has hitherto been
envisaged, and that the social formations which characterise the post-Roman world
were also developing in Pictland.49
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IMPLEMENTS AND UTENSILS IN GEREFA AND THE ORGANIZATION
OF SEIGNEURIAL FARMSTEADS IN THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES

The text known as Gerefa is a unique record dating to the 11th century which pro-
vides advice to the reeve on the efficient running of the lord’s farm. It offers guidance on
the management of labourers, the seasons in which agricultural and other work is to be
undertaken, and has two lists of tools and implements required for the lord’s farmstead.
Although this work has immense promise for understanding the character of rural life in
a period for which there are few other sources, it has been treated with very consider-
able caution by historians. Professor Harvey, in the most recent detailed study of the
text, concluded that, ‘all we can say for certain about Gerefa — and on this all are agreed
— is that it was written as a literary work, not as a practical manual’.50 The text does
indeed seem to fail the most elementary of tests, for it appears to be ill-informed about
even common agricultural matters. The description of the labours to be performed in
each season shows excessive attention to lesser farming activities and passes over in
a few words the essential tasks necessary for arable cultivation and stock raising.51

Furthermore, critics have pointed to the use of alliteration, rhyme and of two-stress
phrase, arguing that the author was striving at least as much for literary effect as prac-
tical instruction.52 It seems that Gerefa is more the product of the scriptorium than of the
farmyard.

There is, however, a danger that we may dismiss Gerefa too readily as a potential
historical source. As with all historical documents, it is necessary to understand the con-
text in which it was written before we can seek to interpret it. The close critical reading
given to some Old English texts has barely been applied to Gerefa, although a facsimile
text and study have been promised by Professor R. I. Page. In the meantime, Harvey

49 Cf. M. O. H. Carver (ed.), The Age of Sutton Hoo: The Seventh Century in North-West Europe (Woodbridge, 1992);
L. Webster and M. Brown (eds.), The Transformation of the Roman World AD 400–900 (London, 1997); F. Theuws
and J. L. Nelson, Rituals of Power from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages (Brill, 2000), esp. R. Le Jan, ‘Frankish
giving of arms and rituals of power: continuity and change in the Carolingian period’, at pp. 281–309.

50 P. D. A. Harvey, ‘Rectitudines Singularum Personarum and Gerefa’, Engl. Hist. Rev., 126 (1993), 1–22 at
p. 12. Gerefa is printed in F. Liebermann, Die Gesetze de Angelsachsen i (Halle, 1898), 453–5. A useful, recent
translation is given in M. Swanton, Anglo-Saxon Prose (London, 1975), 25–7.

51 Harvey, op. cit. in note 50, 8; R. I. Page, ‘Gerefa: some problems of meaning’, 211–28 in A. Bammesberger
(ed.), Problems of Old English Lexicography: Studies in Memory of Angus Cameron (Regensberg, 1985), at p. 217.

52 Page, op. cit. in note 51, 222.
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has suggested some of the possible sources and outlined the possible evolution of the text
which we now possess. One of the problems for any analysis is that Gerefa is unique in
the Old English or medieval Latin literature of the period. There is no genre of texts of
practical instruction for agricultural managers in this period and nothing comparable
until Bishop Grosseteste’s Rules written in the 1240s and Walter of Henley’s Husbandry
towards the end of the 13th century.53 These later works were written in the very differ-
ent context of an increasingly literate society which laid greater stress on record-keeping
and writing.54 This contrast merely serves to throw into relief the fundamental question
of the purpose and audience of Gerefa. Can we imagine that it was intended for the
practical instruction of reeves and was read by them or to them or, even, by their
masters?55

Gerefa survives in a single manuscript, Corpus Christi College Cambridge, MS 383,
probably written c. 1100. It follows immediately after Rectitudines Singularum Personarum,
but there is now broad agreement that Gerefa is of different composition and origin from
the preceding text. The two had been brought together, because Gerefa complimented
the obligations of estate workers listed in Rectitudines. It has been suggested that this was
done by Archbishop Wulfstan whose hand has been detected in the use of phrases of
two stresses, and in the rhythm and the use of rhyme in both works.56 Others have been
more sceptical, suggesting only that it might have been a colleague of Wulfstan or
someone imitating his style. We can identify at least three stages in the evolution of the
text. The first is the separate compositions of both Rectitudines and Gerefa. The second is
the adaptation of them by the person, perhaps Wulfstan or an associate, who brought
the texts together, a process which may have involved substantially re-writing. The third
stage was the alteration of the grammar and spelling when the combined text was
copied at the beginning of the 12th century by someone with little understanding of
English.57

Gerefa has three themes and a concluding statement. The first theme concerns
efficient management and the direction of the workers on the lord’s farm (§§ 1–7). The
second emphasises both that a reeve should undertake agricultural work at the correct
time of year and can always find work to do on the lord’s farm, including ditching and
making repairs (§§ 8–13). This leads to the third theme of the text which records that the
reeve should provide tools for building and utensils for the manor (§§ 14–17). This
section begins with a list of tools for that building work and continues with those tools
required for making textiles. This more specialist activity then allows the author to note
that skilled workers will require appropriate tools for their tasks and he then continues
saying, nis ænig man þæt atellan mæge ða tol ealle ðe man habban sceal, ‘there is no man that can
enumerate all the tools which one must have’. The text then seems to contradict itself
and proceeds to a further list of items in the following paragraph — Man sceal habban . . .,
‘One must have . . .’. This second list begins with farm equipment and, after a further
statement that there many other items which cannot be named, it continues with a

53 D. Oschinsky, Walter of Henley and Other Treatises on Estate Management and Accounting (Oxford, 1971).
54 M. T. Clancy, From Memory to Written Record (London, 1979), 31–6.
55 For discussion of the status of reeves, see R. V. Lennard, Rural England 1086–1135 (Oxford, 1959), 271–6,

and P. D. A. Harvey, ‘The manorial reeve in twelfth-century England, 125–38 in R. Evans (ed.), Lordship and
Learning: Studies in Memory of Trevor Aston (Woodbridge, 2004).

56 Harvey, op. cit. in note 50, 8; D. Betherum, ‘Episcopal magnificence in the eleventh century’, 162–70 in
S. B. Greenfield (ed.), Studies in Old English Literature in Honor of Arthur G. Brodeur (Eugene, Oregon, 1963); Page,
op. cit. in note 51, 214–15; C. P. Wormald, The Making of English Law: King Alfred to the Twelfth Century (Oxford,
1999), 233.

57 Harvey, op. cit. in note 50, 7–8; Wormald, op. cit. in note 56, 233–6 and 387–9; idem, Legal Culture in the
Early Medieval West: Law as Text, Image and Experience (London, 1999), 248–9, reprinted from idem, ‘Archbishop
Wulfstan and the holiness of society’, in D. Pelteret (ed.), Anglo-Saxon History: Basic Readings (New York, 2000).
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longer account of utensils which belong in domestic buildings. The awkward character
of this paragraph (§17), which interrupts the line of argument, suggests that it has been
altered at some stage. The simplest solution is to suggest that the first list of tools, includ-
ing those for building work and textile production, List A, belongs with the original
text since it follows naturally from the paragraph which precedes it and leads into the
one which follows. The second, List B, is not a logical continuation and has no clear
relationship with the subsequent paragraph.58 It seems to have been interpolated.

The items in the two lists have been considered by a number of scholars. Harvey,
although agreeing that the lists had some underlying organisation, condemned them as
‘neither systematic nor comprehensive’. Page accepted that some items were associated
because they were similar in form or purpose, but argued that others were listed simply
because they were alliterative. Fell, on the other hand, insisted that there was an
underlying logic to List B and was able to suggest its general structure.59

List A begins with a group of clearly associated items all used for carpentry, which
are partly in alphabetical order — æcse, adsan, bil, byrse, scafan, sage, cimbiren, tigehoc, næfebor
(axe, adze, bill, awl, plane, saw, spokeshave, tie-hook, auger). These are followed by a
mattock and crow-bar, and then three items associated with ploughing — scear, culter 
eac gadiren (share, coulter and goad-iron). The plough itself is not mentioned. The tools
which follow are all for work in the field, although they end rather incongruously with
a horticultural implement — siðe, sicol, weodhoc, spade, scofle, wadspitel (scythe, sickle, hoe,
spade, shovel, woad trowel). Then come items to be found in the farmyard — bærwan,
besman, bytel, race, geagle, hlædre, horscamb  sceara (barrow, broom, mallet, rake, fork,
ladder, curry-comb and shears), followed by two odd items, although these too might be
found around the farm — fyrtange, wæipundern (fire-tongs and steelyard). The final section
records tools for textile-working. The logic of the order of the items in this last section
of the list is not entirely plain, but it is significant that it concludes with utensils
employed at the end of the process of weaving and in the final preparation of the
cloth.60

If the order of items in List A is not arbitrary, equally there is no clear line of
thought which runs throughout the list. The largely alphabetic arrangement in the first
group is not found elsewhere, although there is a tendency to arrange the items for
alliteration or sonorous effect. For example, the first three items in the following are
echoed in the subsequent three — siðe, sicol, weodhoc, spade, scofle, wadspitel. The inclusion
of wadspitel (?woad trowel) may be simply to achieve a similar sound to weodhoc (hoe).
The list continues with bærwan, besman, which were evidently chosen for their assonance.
Alliteration and assonance are also used in List B. The items which Fell noted belonged
in the dairy, for example, all begin the letter ‘c’ — cyfa, cyflas, cyrne, cysfæt, ceodan.61 How-
ever, sound patterns seem to have been less prominent in the compilation of the second
list than in the first. The use of these linguistic devices echoes the list of seasonal work
recorded in Gerefa. It reinforces the view that it is very unlikely that the text was origi-
nally written in Latin: alliteration and assonance would have been remarkably difficult
to achieve in translation to Old English.62 The sound of the words was a factor in their
choice and in the order of items, but equally it was not the only consideration.

58 I have followed here the labels for the lists given in R. I. Page, ‘Two problematic Old English words’, Leeds
Stud. Engl., NS 16 (1985), 198–207. For a further discussion of the composition and character of the lists, see
Hines, below.

59 Harvey, op. cit. in note 50, 8; R. I. Page, ‘“The proper toil of artless industry”: Toronto’s plan for an Old
English Dictionary’, Notes & Queries, 220 (1975), 146–55 at p. 149; C. E. Fell, ‘Some domestic problems’,
Leeds Studs. Engl., NS 16 (1985), 59–82.

60 R. G. Poole, ‘The textile inventory in the Old English Gerefa’, Rev. English Studs, 40 (1989), 469–78.
61 Fell, op. cit in note 59, 71.
62 Harvey, op. cit. in note 50, 12.
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The lists of artefacts in Gerefa are related to another form of scholarly work, the
glossary. Some glossaries originated from the interlineated glosses within texts from
which subsequently entries had been extracted (glossae collectae); others, known as class
glossaries, were words gathered in groups according to their subject matter. Ælfric’s
Glossary, for example, has a number of headings, ‘Agricultural Tools’, ‘Names of
Animals’ and so on; other groups are not indicated, but implied by their subject matter.
There is a section listing the contents of a chamber, followed by names of clothes, archi-
tectural terms, items associated with a church and those that might be found on the
table in a hall.63 Glossary texts might in turn provide the basis for prose in didactic texts.
The best known of these is Ælfric’s Colloquy which takes the form of a dialogue between
the master and pupils, each of whom takes the part of a different profession. The text
is generally lively and naturalistic, but it does allow lists of nouns to be introduced for
the instruction of the students. The fisherman, for example, records the fish which he
catches and the shoemaker the leather items which he makes. Recent work on Ælfric’s
Colloquy makes it clear that these entries are additions by his pupil, Ælfric Bata. Bata,
however, interpolated these lists using Ælfric’s Glossary, just as later he included similar
lists in his own Colloquies.64 We might imagine that the two lists of tools and implements
in Gerefa were the product of a similar literary or didactic exercise based upon a glossary.
The difficulty with that interpretation is that Gerefa is written in Old English, whereas we
would expect such texts to have been composed in Latin to teach vocabulary to pupils
for whom it was not a native language.65 We have already seen that it is unlikely that
the original text was written in Latin and what we possess is an English translation.
One possible solution is that the author of Gerefa was aware of the use of glossatorial lists
in literary works and adopted the form, but without any didactic intent. We should
question, then, whether the lists were derived from any glossary ever written and might
prefer to conclude that they were a play upon the idea, while being composed newly for
Gerefa.

We may now turn to consider the utensils in List B in Gerefa (Tab. 1). It is useful to
compare that list with a somewhat similar, but later document in Latin, in order to
reveal the logic of their order. De Nominibus Utensilium was written by Alexander Neckam.
and has been attributed to the earliest phase of his writing, the period 1177–90. It was
therefore considerable later than Gerefa.66 The purpose of De Nominibus is apparent from
its extraordinary range of vocabulary: it was intended as a teaching aid. Neckam may
have been inspired by Oratio de Utensilibus written by Adam of Balsham (alias Adam of
Petit Pont), but it also looks back further to Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman glossa-
ries.67 De Nominibus describes the contents of each room in a large house, as well as the
preparation of food, the construction of castles and items found in churches, the tools
used by scribes and the tackle for horses. We must accept that the household and
contents may not have been typical: the aim of the work was, after all, to use the widest

63 J. Zupitza, Aelfrics Grammatik und Glossar: Text und Varianten (Berlin, repr. 1966), 314–17.
64 P. Lendinara, ‘Il Colloquio di Ælfric e il colloquio de Ælfric Bata’, 173–249 in P. Endinara and L. Melazzo

(eds.), Scritti di Filologia Germanica in Memoria de August Scaffidi Abbate (Palermo, 1983), reprinted in translation in
P. Lendinara, Anglo-Saxon Glosses and Glossaries (Aldershot, 1999), 207–88; D. W. Porter, ‘Ælfric’s Colloquy and
Ælfric Bata’, Neophilogus, 80 (1996), 639–60; S. Gwara and D. W. Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations: The Colloquies
of Ælfric Bata (1997, Woodbridge), nos. XXVII and XXVIII.

65 Harvey, op. cit. in note 50, 11.
66 The text of De Nominibus has been printed in T. Wright (ed.), A Volume of Vocabularies (Liverpool, 1857),

96–119 from British Library, Cotton MS, Titus D, xx, and more recently by T. Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin
in Thirteenth-Century England (Cambridge, 1991), 181–90, plus erratum. On date, see R. W. Hunt, The Schools and
the Cloister. The Life and Writings of Alexander Nequam (1157–1217) (Oxford, 1984), 19–20 and 125.

67 Lendinara (1999), op. cit. in note 15, 375–6, repr. from P. Lendinara, ‘The Oratio de utensilibus ad domum
regendam pertinentibus by Adam of Balsham’, Anglo-Norman Stud., 15 (1993), 161–76; T. Hunt, op. cit. in note 66,
178.
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Table 1
SUGGESTED LOCATION OF IMPLEMENTS AND UTENSILS FROM

GEREFA, LIST B (§17)
 The translations are taken from Swanton’s translation (op. cit. in note 50), unless

otherwise indicated. Alternative interpretations which have been adopted are drawn
from Fell, ‘Some domestic problems’, Page, ‘“The proper toil of artless industry”’,

and Page, ‘Two problematic Old English words’ (opp. cit. in notes 58–9)

[kitchen]
hwer small cauldron (Fell)
lead leaden vessel
cytel large cauldron (Fell)
hlædel ladle
pannan pans
crocca earthenware pot (Fell)
brandiren grid iron (Fell)
dixas dishes
stelmelas scoop (Fell)

[dairy]
cyfa tubs
cyflas casks (Fell)
cyrne churn
cysfæt cheese-vat
ceodan ?milk pails (Fell) or bags

[granary]
wilian wicker baskets (Fell)
windlas baskets (Fell)
systras bushels
syfa sieves
sædleap seed-basket
hriddel riddle
hersyfe hair-sieve
tæmespilan sieve-stand (Fell)
fanna winnowing fans (Fell)

[buttery]
trogas troughs
æscena ash-wood pails
hyfa hives
hunigbinna honey-bins
beorbydene barrel for strong drink (Fell)
bæðfæt bath-tub, or ?vessel for treading grapes (Fell)
beodas dishes
butas flasks
bleda bowls
melas serving-bowls (Fell)
cuppan cups
seohhan strainers

[pantry or spence]
candelstafas candlesticks
sealtfæt salt cellar
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possible vocabulary. However, the household must have recognisable in general terms if
it was to serve as a guide to everyday items.

De Nominibus begins in the kitchen, but the most revealing passage for our purpose
is the subsequent paragraph which describes the items in the spence or pantry (dispensa).
This contained towels, a tablecloth, knives, a saucer or engraved salt cellar, a cheesebox,
candelabra, lantern and carrying baskets. This bears close comparison with Gerefa which
lists ‘. . . candlesticks, salt-cellar, spoon-case, pepper-horn, chest . . .’: both lists include
cutlery, condiments and lights. De Nominibus is clearly not a re-working of Gerefa, and
they are sufficiently dissimilar that they are not both derived from a third source, such
Isidore of Seville’s Etymologiae, nor are these items which would be grouped together by
chance. Instead, we must conclude that both refer to utensils which were commonly
found together. Fell suggested that the tools and utensils of List B were arranged by
function.68 We can now see that this is only partially true. It seems more likely that they
are grouped by their location within the farmstead. A comparison of Gerefa with De
Nominibus suggests that something like a spence or pantry may have existed at the time
of the former’s composition.

Once we have understood the basis on which List B was constructed, then it is
possible to use the De Nominibus and other sources describing the organisation of medi-
eval farms to determine how the list in Gerefa might be broken into sections. The first
group of domestic tools in List B are clearly associated with cooking and belong in the
kitchen (Table). The list includes not only large cooking vessels, but also a grid iron or

sticfodder spoon-case
piperhorn pepper-horn
cyste chest
mydercan coffers
bearmteage yeast-boxes
hlydan seats
sceamelas stools
stolas chairs
læflas bowls
leohtfæt lamp
blacern lantern
cyllan leather bottle

[?]
sapbox resin-box
camb comb
yrsebinne cattle-bin
fodderhec manger

[bakehouse and brewhouse]
fyrgebeorh fire-guard (Page, ‘Two problematic’)
meluhudern meal-hopper (Page, ‘Two problematic’)
ælhyde ?curfew (Page, ‘“Proper Toil”’)
ofnrace oven-rake
mexscofle ?mash-shovel (Page, ‘Two problematic’)

68 Fell, op. cit. in note 59, 73–8.
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trivet so that they could be placed over the fire.69 The next section comprises items from
the dairy, as we have seen, including tubs, churns and a cheese-vat. The third section is
equally clearly of items for the cleaning of grain. This was evidently separated from
threshing for no flail is mentioned in this part of the list. The range of sieves here, which
perplexed Fell in her analysis of the list, were evidently intended to extract straw and
weed seeds from the grain.70 This section concludes with fanna, winnowing fans. It seems
probable that all these tools were to be found in the granary where they were kept in the
late medieval period, rather than the threshing barn. The task of winnowing was one of
the work-duties of the wives of tenants at Castor (Northants.) in the early 12th century
and Walter of Henley’s Husbandry mentions more specifically that it was the dairymaid’s
task to winnow corn.71 It may therefore be relevant that the tools for grain processing
in Gerefa follow those of the dairy which also was traditionally the preserve of women.

The next group clearly belongs to what, a century or two after Gerefa, would be
called the buttery. Neckam places here casks, tuns, cups and basins, as well as the more
obvious items for the buttery — wine, cider, ale and perry. Gerefa lists items for making
drinks (troughs and pails), and then items for storing it and consuming it (barrels for
strong drink, dishes and cups). Fell is surely correct in her suggestion that the bee hives
and honey bins were placed here because of the role of honey in sweetening drinks.72

The strainer which concludes this group would have been used for removing the lees,
either when it was decanted into jugs or at the table. A significant difference between
the buttery of Gerefa and that of Neckam is that the former was the place where the wine
was made, whereas the latter was apparently only for its storage and for keeping recep-
tacles for serving drink. We have already examined the following part of the list which
deals with the equivalent of the spence or pantry. Then come the most problematic
items: the resin box, comb, cattle-bin and manger. These, with the exception of the first,
whatever it is, belong with the livestock in the byre. A final group of items seem to
belong in the bake- and brewhouse. These are the fire-guard, meal-hopper, curfew,
oven-rake and mash-shovel.

organisation of seigneurial farmsteads

The date of List B is problematic. As we have already noted, the text of Gerefa
clearly owes something to the colloquies of Ælfric and Bata, which incorporated word-
lists from glossaries. This would suggest that it should be placed after c. 1000 when the
latter was writing his Colloquies and revising Ælfric’s text. The latest date for the text
is c. 1100 when MS 383 was written.73 Scholars have generally favoured an early
11th-century date for the composition of Gerefa, but it may not be appropriate to look for
a single date. If we regard it as a document which evolved through a number of stages
and may have been augmented, then we need to think about the period or periods
during which the text reached its present form. We cannot say when List B was inter-
polated in the text and whether it was newly composed to supplement List A, or was
copied from another source. This makes it very difficult to ascribe a precise date,
although we can hardly be wrong if we conclude that List B belongs to the 11th century.

69 Ibid., 68.
70 Ibid., 72–3.
71 D. Yaxley, The Prior’s Manor-Houses: Inventories of Eleven of the Manor-Houses of the Prior of Norwich, 1352 (Dereham,

1988), 35 and 61–2; Chronicon Petroburgense, ed. T. Stapleton (Camden Soc., 47, 1849), 163; Oschinsky, op. cit in
note 53, 424.

72 Fell, op. cit. in note 59, 73.
73 D. W. Porter, op. cit. in note 64, 639–60; Wormald, op. cit. in note 56, 233.
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List B is influenced by the requirements of style like the rest of Gerefa, but we have
seen that it is unlikely to be entirely a literary contrivance. It chimes too well with what
we know about medieval farmsteads, albeit of a later date: the groups of artefacts
described in Gerefa are similar to the better-recorded curiae of the 13th and 14th centu-
ries. We should, perhaps, be a little hesitant before we conclude that the kitchen, dairy,
granary, buttery, pantry, and the bakehouse and brewhouse were much the same in the
11th century as they were in 1300. List B provides us with a way of identifying groups
of utensils, but not the spaces associated with these. The larger estate farmsteads may
well have had separate buildings in which the various functions were carried out. Boldon
Book records in 1183 that the unfree tenants in Aucklandshire (Co. Durham) had to
construct a hall and chapel for the bishop in the Forest of Weardale, as well as a buttery,
spence, chamber and privy.74 On smaller farmsteads these functions were incorporated
into a single building. For instance, the smaller rooms on one side of the cross-entry in
the 11th- and 12th-century halls at Monkton Building III and Bishops Waltham, are
likely to be for the services.75 However, the archaeological evidence does not show that
the services were divided into two parts to accommodate a separate buttery and pantry,
as they would have been in a house of any pretension in the 14th century. It is possible
that there might have been a distinction within a single room by placing items on either
side of the entrance.

There are further problems in relating the evidence of List B to the archaeological
evidence. Very few estate farmsteads have been excavated on a sufficient scale to
recover evidence for all the structures. The excavations within the enclosure at Goltho
(Lincs.), for example, although measuring about 50 mx 50, located only three or four
buildings in each of the pre-Conquest phases. These were identified as halls, bowers,
kitchens and, perhaps less convincingly, weaving sheds.76 Were the functions of,
for example, the dairy or the brewhouse performed in these buildings or elsewhere?
Certainly, the agricultural buildings must have stood outside the excavated area, for
there was no evidence of the cow-sheds, pig-sties and stables which Gerefa assumes would
occur typically on such farms. An 11th-century estate farmstead is more likely to have
resembled the site of Grove (Beds.) which was excavated on a truly massive scale. By the
late 11th century, that site was divided by fences and watercourses into three separate
courts, and a further enclosure for the barns. Insofar as can be determined from the
interim reports, the courts seem to reflect a differentiation between domestic buildings
(hall and chambers), those associated with food processing and preparation (brewhouse
and kitchen) and with agriculture (barns) The numerous structures at Grove may have
allowed the groups of implements of List B to be accommodated in separate buildings.77

Analysis of List B in Gerefa has provided an insight into the way in which imple-
ments and utensils were grouped on seigneurial farmsteads in the High Middle Ages.
The separation of functional areas typically found in 14th-century curiae seems to have
been already established by 1100 which suggests that there were fundamental and
long-lasting ideas about the organisation of domestic space on farms. We may now be
able to use the literary evidence to consider afresh excavated sites and examine the way
in which the ideas of space were worked out in reality.

mark gardiner

74 Boldon Book, ed. D. Austin (Chichester, 1982), 36–7. I have preferred the more probable butilleria (buttery)
given in MS. B to bucheria (butchery) in MS. A.

75 M. F. Gardiner, ‘Vernacular buildings and the development of the later medieval domestic plan in England’,
Medieval Archaeol., 44 (2000), 159–79, at pp. 170–2.

76 G. Beresford, Goltho: The Development of an Early Medieval Manor, c. 850–1150 (London, 1987).
77 E. Baker, ‘Grove: royal manor, alien priory cum grange — or lost minor palace’, 227–36 in G. de Boe and

F. Verhaeghe (eds.), Military Studies in Medieval Europe (Papers of the ‘Medieval Europe Brugge 1997’ conference,
11, Zellik, 1997).


